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Excerpt from William Wordsworth’s 

LINES WRITTEN A FEW MILES ABOVE TINTERN 
ABBEY

“For I have learned
To look on nature, not as in the hour
Of thoughtless youth, but hearing oftentimes
The still, sad music of humanity,
Nor harsh nor grating, though of ample power
To chasten and subdue. And I have felt
A presence that disturbs me with the joy
Of elevated thoughts; a sense sublime
Of something far more deeply interfused,
Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns,
And the round ocean, and the living air,
And the blue sky, and in the mind of man,
A motion and a spirit, that impels
All thinking things, all objects of all thought,
And rolls through all things.”



In Pursuit of the 
Computable

Newton onwards - mathematics rules science                                                    
- we look for computable natural laws ...                                    
- theories which computably predict ...                                        
- try to capture truth via proofs ... 

When we say that we understand a group of      
natural phenomena, we mean that we have found a 

constructive theory which embraces them

Albert Einstein: P.54, `Out of My Later Years’, 1950
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... at heart more of an 
applied than a pure 

mathematician
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See A. Hodges 
in ‘Collected 
Works’
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Computation:
METHOD OVER 
MATTER



1936 - Turing’s  machines

Hardware trivial

Computes ‘anything’ 
computable

All the computing power lies 
in the program ...
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Computation  
DISEMBODIEDA familiar picture:

0 0 1 1 0 0 0 . . .. . .

reading head which is
in internal state q and

obeys Turing program P

tape, infinitely extendable
in each direction



Turing, 1936: Build a UNIVERSAL TURING 
MACHINE, which can simulate ANY other machine

Depends on ‘machines’ being computably 
representable as numbers 

Giving a list of ‘machines’ individually storable

An anticipation of the stored program computer

8

Universality, and 
Programs as Data
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The omnipotent computer 

Functionalism and AI  

Stress what a computer does 
as something realisable in 
different hardware -                     

A New Computing 
Paradigm ...
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  There's no logical 
reason why a disembodied fanatical mathematical 
researcher should not be created all ready to go: 
as long as it has the right architecture to support 

the process. (Whether any architecture 
implemented in a digital computer could suffice, 

or some Penrose-type quantum gravity machine is 
required is a separate question which I'll ignore 

for now.)

Virtual Machines & 
Functionalism

From Aaron Sloman Sat Apr  5 22:11:21 BST 1997
Newsgroups: comp.ai.philosophy
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Program-Data 
Duality ...

Re ‘what we compute’, 
Turing took traditional mathematical objects, real

numbers, functions etc. as the things to be computed.
In subsequent work in Computer Science, 

the view of computation has
broadened enormously. In the work on 

concurrent processes, the behaviour
is the object of interest. There is indeed a lack of a clear-

cut Church-Turing thesis in this wider sphere of 
computation - computation as interaction, as 

Robin Milner put it.

 Samson 
Abramsky, 

private 
communication, 

March 2011
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Challenges: 
PROCESS & 
EMBODIMENT



... INCOMPUTABILITY 13

EMBODIED 
COMPUTERS and



Unsolvability of the Halting Problem for U:           
No computer can tell us, for each given input x, 
whether U will compute - where, remember - we 
allow an input to include a coded program!
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The Discovery of 
‘Incomputability’

Turing(1936): Take a Universal Turing machine U:

‘Church’s Theorem’:                                                  
No computer can tell us, for each given sentence, 
whether it is logically valid or not.



A universal Turing machine can ‘compute’ an 
‘incomputable’ real number ...

... which is not considered a computed outcome - as 
not available, or ‘embodied’, in further computations

The quantifier involved is an unembodied chasm ...

... but can we observe definable outcomes being better 
embodied in more complex physical systems? 15

A Gap in Classical 
Embodiment?



Co-operative 
phenomena

1970 - Georg Kreisel 
proposes a collision 
problem related to the 3-
body problem, which 
might result in “an 
analog computation of a 
non-recursive function” 
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Halting problem - in same 
world as  ...

... the Mandelbrot Set ?
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LEVELS of 
ABSTRACTION

A level of abstraction (LoA) is a finite but 
non-empty set of observables. ...  

The introduction of LoAs is often an 
important step prior to mathematical 
modelling of the phenomenon under 

consideration ... Use of LoAs is effective ... 
where a typed theory would be effective ... 

[but] analysis ...may be conducted at 
different levels of epistemological levelism. 
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LEVELS of 
ABSTRACTION

By the theory of simple types I mean the doctrine which says 
that the objects of thought ... are divided into types, namely: 

individuals, properties of individuals, relations between 
individuals, properties of such relations, etc. ... , and that 

sentences of the form: " a has the property φ ", " b bears the 
relation R to c ", etc. are meaningless, if a, b, c, R, φ are not 

of types fitting together. Mixed types (such as classes 
containing individuals and classes as elements) and therefore 
also transfinite types (such as the class of all classes of finite 
types) are excluded. That the theory of simple types suffices 
for avoiding also the epistemological paradoxes is shown by 

a closer analysis of these.
(Kurt Godel: Russell's mathematical logic, 1944)



Emergence of 
patterns in Nature  

See http://www.swintons.net/jonathan/turing.htm

1950s - Alan 
Turing proposes 

a simple 
reaction-

diffusion system 
describing 
chemical 

reactions and 
diffusion to 
account for 

morphogenesis 

James D. Murray

From website of the Biological Modeling and Visualization research 
group, Department of Computer Science at the University of Calgary  

Philip Maini

http://www.swintons.net/jonathan/turing.htm
http://www.swintons.net/jonathan/turing.htm
http://www.cpsc.ucalgary.ca/
http://www.cpsc.ucalgary.ca/
http://www.ucalgary.ca/
http://www.ucalgary.ca/
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Emergence of 
patterns in Nature  



Emergence as     
Computation 

Growth of Chaos theory, generation of informational 
complexity via very simple rules, accompanied by the 
surprising emergence of new regularities - e.g. Robert 
Shaw’s dripping tap[1984] 

Link between structures in nature,  and mathematical 
objects, such as the Mandelbrot and Julia sets 

Penrose, Smale - COMPUTABILITY??? of Mandelbrot and  
Julia sets
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Get Challenge ...

... to Standard Model ...

... embodied Incomputability

... from Information and ...

24
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Mathematics, 
EMERGENCE &
DEFINABILITY



Emergence occurs 
everywhere ...

26

Cat’s Eye 
Nebula



“ ... the characteristic behaviour of the whole ... could not, 
even in theory, be deduced from the most complete 

knowledge of the behaviour of its components ... This ... 
is what I understand by the ‘Theory of Emergence’. I 
cannot give a conclusive example of it, since it is a 
matter of controversy whether it actually applies to 

anything ... I will merely remark that, so far as I know 
at present, the characteristic behaviour of Common Salt 
cannot be deduced from the most complete knowledge of 
the properties of Sodium in isolation; or of Chlorine in 

isolation; or of other compounds of Sodium, ..." 

- C.D. Broad, The Mind and Its Place In Nature, Kegan-Paul, London, 1925, p.59

The Rise & Fall of 
British Emergentism

27C. D. Broad 1887-1971



“ ... the mental properties of those events which do have 
mental properties are completely determined by the 

material properties which these events also have ... it is 
certainly not ... a form of Reductive Materialism; it is a 

form of the theory ... of Emergent Materialism." 

- C.D. Broad, The Mind and Its Place In Nature, Kegan-Paul, London, 1923, p.623
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- See Brian P. McLaughlin: “The Rise and Fall of British Emergentism”, 
in “Emergence or Reduction? - Essays on the Prospects of Nonreductive 
Physicalism” (A. Beckermann, H. Flohr, J. Kim, eds.), de Gruyter, Berlin, 

1992, pp.49-93

The Rise & Fall of 
British Emergentism

C. D. Broad 1887-1971



Emergence is often invoked in an almost mystical sense regarding the 
capabilities of behavior-based systems. Emergent behavior implies a 

holistic capability where the sum is considerably greater than its parts. 
It is true that what occurs in a behavior-based system is often a surprise 

to the system's designer, but does the surprise come because of a 
shortcoming of the analysis of the constituent behavioral building 

blocks and their coordination, or because of something else?

Ronald C. Arkin in “Behaviour-Based Robotics”, MIT Press, 1998, p.105
29

Big Claims -



Descriptions and 
Emergent Structure

Notice - It is often possible to get descriptions of 
emergent properties in terms of the elementary actions 

E.g., this is what Turing did for the role of Fibonacci 
numbers in relation to the sunflower etc.

In mathematics, it is well-known that complicated 
descriptions may entail incomputable phenomena

A potential source of surprise in emergence ...
30



Intuition - entities exist because of, and according to, 
mathematical laws. In the words of Leibniz [1714] - 

‘The Monadology’, sections 31, 32:                                                
“ ... there can be found no fact that is true                       
or existent, or any true proposition, without               
there being a sufficient reason for its                       
being so and not otherwise, although we                 
cannot know these reasons in most cases.”

31

Descriptions and 
Emergent Structure



Intuition: Natural phenomena not only generate     
descriptions, but arise and derive form from them . . . 

... so - connecting with a useful abstraction - that of 
mathematical definability - or, more generally,  
invariance (under the automorphisms of the   
appropriate structure) ...

... giving precision to our experience of emergence as a 
potentially non-algorithmic determinant of phenomena  

32

Definability in 
the Real World

Alfred Tarski

Hans Reichenbach
(1891-1953)



Definability as Higher Order 
Computation Embodied ...

Aim to describe global relations in                                     
terms of local structure  ...

...  so capturing the emergence of                                   
large-scale formations ... 

Mathematically - formalise as definability -                     
or as INVARIANCE under automorphisms -                   
over basic computational structure 

Or ... as higher order computability
33
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          Embodied 
type structure:
PHYSICS AND
DEFINABILITY



From A. Einstein: “Autobiographical Notes”, in “Albert 
Einstein: Philosopher-Scientist” (P. Schilpp, ed.),   
Open Court Publishing, 1969, p.63

... I would like to state a 
theorem which at present can not be based 

upon anything more than upon a faith in 
the simplicity, i.e. intelligibility, of nature ... 

nature is so constituted that it is possible 
logically to lay down such strongly 

determined laws that within these laws 
only rationally completely determined 

constants occur (not constants, therefore, 
whose numerical value could be changed 

without destroying the theory) ...

Foundational ... 

problems in physics ...



 Basic questions 
regarding...

Introduction to Peter Woit: “Not Even Wrong - The Failure of String 
Theory and  the Continuing Challenge to Unify the Laws of Physics”,  
Jonathan Cape, 2006

By 1973, 
physicists had in place what was to 

become a fantastically successful theory of fundamental 
particles and their interactions, a theory that was soon to 

acquire the name of the ‘standard model’. Since that 
time, the overwhelming triumph of the standard model 

has been matched by a similarly overwhelming failure to 
find any way to make further progress on fundamental 

questions.

36
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A.H. Guth, The 
Inflationary Universe 
- The Quest for a New 

Theory of Cosmic 
Origins, Addison-

Wesley, 1997  

Peter Woit: Not Even Wrong - The Failure of String Theory and  the Continuing Challenge to Unify 
the Laws of Physics,  Jonathan Cape, 2006

One way of thinking 
about what is unsatisfactory about the standard 

model is that it leaves seventeen non-trivial 
numbers still to be explained, ....

Causality Beyond 
Computation?

If the creation of the
 universe can be described as a quantum process, 

we would be left with one deep mystery of 
existence: What is it that determined the laws of 

physics?



Roger Penrose: Quantum physics and conscious thought, in 
Quantum Implications: Essays in honour of David Bohm 

(B.J. Hiley and F.D. Peat, eds.), pp.106-107  
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[According to Strong Determinism] ... all the 
complication, variety and apparent 

randomness that we see all about us, as well as 
the precise physical laws, are all exact and 
unambiguous consequences of one single 

coherent mathematical structure.

Causality Beyond 
Computation?



David Gross, quoted in New Scientist, Dec. 10 2005, 
“Nobel Laureate Admits String Theory Is In Trouble”:

The state of physics today is 
like it was when we were 

mystified by radioactivity ... 
They were missing something 
absolutely fundamental. We 

are missing perhaps something 
as profound as they were back 

then. 
39
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Mathematics:
MODELLING 
Basic CAUSALITY



 In modelling the physical universe -

41

... causality itself 
is fundamental 

Lee Smolin, ‘The Trouble With Physics’, p.241 

... Causality and 
Computation



Early champions of the role of causality - Roger Penrose, 
Rafael Sorkin, Fay Dowker, and Fotini Markopoulou

It is not only the case that the spacetime geometry determines what the causal 
relations are. This can be turned around: Causal relations can determine the 

spacetime geometry ... 
It’s easy to talk about space or spacetime emerging from something more 

fundamental, but those who have tried to develop the idea have found it difficult 
to realize in practice. ... We now believe they failed because they ignored the role 

that causality plays in spacetime. These days, many of us working on quantum 
gravity believe that causality itself is fundamental - and is thus meaningful even at 

a level where the notion of space has disappeared.

Lee Smolin, The Trouble With Physics, p.241 
42

Basic Causality and 
Global Formation



 Turing, 1939 - Oracle Turing Machines ...

Provide a model of how we compute using data given 
to us from unknown sources

A model within                                                      
which Newtonian                                        
computability etc                                                      
comfortably fit ...
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A familiar picture:

0 0 1 1 0 0 0 . . .. . .

reading head which is
in internal state q and

obeys Turing program P

tape, infinitely extendable
in each direction

Computation also 
about Information
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Phyllis, Emil and Gertrude Post

Enter Mathematics of 
Relative Computability

 1939 - Turing’s oracle Turing machines 

Provide a model of computable content of structures, 
based on p.c. functionals over the reals

1944 - Post defines the degrees of            
unsolvability as a classification of                        
reals in terms of their relative computability 

Giving a landscape with a rich structure



Hartley Rogers’ 
Programme 

Fundamental problem (1967):  Characterise the      
Turing  definable/invariant relations

Intuition:  These are key to pinning down                      
how higher order relations on the real world                    
can appear to be computed

So: The richness of Turing  structure discovered so far 
becomes the raw material for a multitude of definable - 
and hence visibly computable - relations

45



Physical Computation, Turing 
Landscape and Emergence ...

Can describe global relations                                               
in terms of local structure  ...

...  so capturing the computation                                             
of large-scale formations

Mathematically  - formalise as                         
definability over structure based on oracle computations

More  generally  - as Invariance under automorphisms
46



Symmetries play a huge role in science ..

... expressing appropriate automorphisms

... or particular lapses in definability

... so giving a clear route: from fundamental 
mathematical structures, and their automorphisms and 
breakdowns in definability - to far-reaching macro-
symmetries in nature

47

Murray Gell-Mann

SU(3)

Examples of Failure 
of Definability?



Examples of Failure 
of Definability?

Processes for change of wave equation describing quantum 
state of a physical system:

Deterministic continuous evolution via Schrödinger’s 
equation - involves superpositions of basis states

Probabilistic non-local discontinuous change due to  
measurement - observe a jump to a single basis state

Putative mathematical explanation in terms of assertion of 
previously imperfect definability ... providing ... 48



... an alternative 
to Many Worlds

49
Hugh Everett III 

(Nov.11, 1930- July 19, 1982)

Bryce DeWitt

John Wheeler



and the Multiverse

50
David Deutsch, The Fabric of Reality, Allen Lane, 1997, p.48

... understanding the multiverse is a 
precondition for understanding reality as best 

we can. Nor is this said in a spirit of grim 
determination to seek the truth no matter how 
unpalatable it may be ... It is, on the contrary, 
because the resulting world-view is so much 

more integrated, and makes more sense in so 
many ways, than any previous world-view, and 

certainly more than the cynical pragmatism 
which too often nowadays serves as surrogate for 

a world-view amongst scientists.

+Anthropic          
Principle
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and the Multiverse 
+ Anthropic Principle

52

George Ellis, The Unique 
Nature of Cosmology, in 
Revisiting the Foundations 
of Relativistic Physics 
(eds. Abhay Ashtekar et 
al), Kluwer, 1996, p.198

The issue of what is to be regarded as an 
ensemble of ‘all possible’ universes is unclear, 
it can be manipulated to produce any result 
you want ... The argument that this infinite 
ensemble actually exists can be claimed to 

have a certain explanatory economy (Tegmark 
1993), although others would claim that 

Occam’s razor has been completely 
abandoned in favour of a profligate excess of 

existential multiplicity, extravagantly 
hypothesized in order to explain the one 

universe that we do know exists.
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“What Is 
Computation?”

The concept of computation is the most dramatic 
advance in mathematical thinking of past century

Church, Gödel, and Turing defined it in terms of 
mathematical functions ... 

I'll call this the "mathematician's bias" - I believe it 
limits our thinking and prevent us from fully 
appreciating the power of computation

- ACM UBIQUITY SYMPOSIUM: Computation Is Process by Dennis J Frailey:
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“Some things 
happen for no 
reason ...” 

-  Robin Gandy (1919-95)
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Alan Turing 
1912-1954
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Thank You !    


